
Founded in 2017, this ambulatory infusion 

center began as a single chair in the back 

of an urgent care clinic. Thrivewell’s goal 

is to create upscale environments where 

their patients can be treated without 

feeling like they are in a hospital. 

Since its founding, Thrivewell Infusion has 

expanded to include 10 centers and more 

to follow nationally.

ABOUT THRIVEWELL
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THRIVEWELL

INFUSION

HOW THRIVEWELL INFUSION
MAXIMIZED EFFICIENCY

What sets Thrivewell apart?

In addition to ensuring best practices and 

patient-focused care, Thrivewell offers a 

luxurious infusion experience.

Centers include:

Private rooms 
Fluid warmers
Heated seats & fleece blankets
Flatscreens in every room
Entertainment & streaming services

Thrivewell also works as an extension of the 

provider’s practice.

Within 24 hours of an infusion, Thrivewell 

sends the appointment notes directly 

to the doctor. Have any labs coming up? 

Thrivewell stays ahead and handles lab 

work at the infusion appointment.
thrivewellinfusion.com

Learn more about Thrivewell at

https://www.thrivewellinfusion.com/


RESULTS

As package inserts are frequently revised by the FDA, those in the medication box 

may not be relevant. 

To ensure correct procedures, nurses would access medication guides from a variety 

of healthcare software solutions. Although reliable resources for current package 

inserts, these software solutions focused on multiple aspects of healthcare and did 

not have patient education material readily available.
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With RxToolKit, Thrivewell nurses no longer utilize an array of healthcare software, 

but have access to up-to-date drug monographs, patient education print-outs, and 

quick calculators in one infusion-specific software application. 

As of September 2022, RxToolKit integrated with WeInfuse, a software platform that 

streamlines the infusion and pharmacy workflow.

As users of both WeInfuse and RxToolKit, the Thrivewell team has the ability to 

review the medication guide specific to the current infusion directly within the 

WeInfuse application, minimizing the number of portals and platforms used.

CHALLENGES

RXTOOLKIT BENEFITS

With a library of over 200 drug-specific medication

guides, certification training, and competency

verification reporting, RxToolKit works as your

virtual pharmacist.

Increased patient safety
Reduced chance of medication errors
Enhanced clinical competencies
Improved clinical outcomes

Contact Us

sales@rxtoolkit.com

1-888-RxTLKIT (798-5548)

rxtoolkit.com

@RxToolKit
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